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Inverse Compton scattering of polarized laser photons by energetic electrons is an excellent method to generate
polarized gamma rays. A 100% polarized laser can generate 100% polarized gamma rays, but polarization varies
depending on the scattering angle of the gamma rays. In this study, we experimentally measure the spatial
polarization distribution of circularly polarized gamma rays using a magnetized iron that can measure the circular
polarization of MeV gamma rays. Measurements of the asymmetry of gamma-ray transmission relative to the
magnetized iron at each scattering angle clearly show that gamma rays are circularly polarized near the central
axis, and they change from circular to linear polarization as the scattering angle increases. A simple way to
obtain highly polarized gamma rays is to use a collimator that transmits only the central axis of the gamma rays
with such polarization characteristics. Polarized gamma rays are, indeed, generated by 90◦ collisional inverse
Compton scattering between an electron beam and a circularly polarized laser.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.107.063503

I. INTRODUCTION

Polarized gamma rays play important roles in fundamen-
tal physics such as nuclear physics and high-energy physics.
Linearly polarized gamma rays can be used for the unambigu-
ous determination of parity quantum numbers of resonantly
excited states in nuclear photon scattering measurements [1]
and for measurements of the φ-�(1520) interference effect in
the γ p → K+K− p reaction [2]. Circularly polarized gamma
rays, which have a well-defined value of helicity, interact with
the particle spin. They are used for the cross-section measure-
ment of the spin-2/3 and spin-1/2 photon absorption [3], the
investigation of parity nonconservation in nuclei [4], and the
production of spin-polarized positrons [5,6].

In the electron-accelerator-based method, circularly po-
larized gamma rays are generated into two ways: by
bremsstrahlung of longitudinally polarized electrons [3] and
by inverse Compton scattering using circularly polarized
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lasers [7]. During inverse Compton scattering, high-energy
gamma rays are produced by the collision of laser photons
with high-energy electrons. Gamma rays produced by inverse
Compton scattering have been developed since the 1960s
using radio-frequency (rf) accelerated electron beams [8,9].
Recently, laser-accelerated electron beams have also been
used [10,11].

The spatial intensity distribution of scattered gamma rays
varies with polarization; circularly polarized gamma rays
show an azimuthally symmetric spatial distribution, whereas
that of linearly polarized gamma rays is azimuthally asym-
metric [12–15]. Moreover, the polarization of gamma rays
depends on the scattering angle θ ; using a 100% circularly
polarized laser, gamma rays are almost 100% circularly po-
larized near the central axis of the gamma rays. However,
the degree of circular polarization decreases with the increase
of scattering angle. At the angle of θ = 1/γ , where γ is the
Lorentz factor of an electron, polarization changes to linear. In
the outer region of θ > 1/γ , polarization changes to circular
polarization with helicity opposite to that of the central region.
As the energy of a gamma ray is determined by the scattering
angle, the change in polarization with the scattering angle
can be replaced by its energy. The calculated results for the
degree of polarization of circularly polarized gamma rays
were reported in [15–25].

Based on Ref. [7], the degree of circular polarization of
the high-energy component of gamma rays varies with the
polarization of the incident laser. However, to our knowledge,
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there are no results showing that the spatial polarization distri-
bution of circularly polarized gamma rays has been measured.
In circularly polarized undulator radiation, where physical
scattering is similar to inverse Compton scattering, the spatial
polarization distribution of the generated 400-nm radiation
varies with the scattering angle [26].

In this paper, we report results of measurements of
the spatial polarization distribution of circularly polarized
gamma rays generated by inverse Compton scattering. This
measurement was conducted at the ultraviolet synchrotron
orbital radiation (UVSOR)-III facility. Similar to the method
performed in Ref. [7], the polarization of gamma rays was
measured on the basis of the asymmetry of the transmission
of the gamma rays through magnetized iron. Furthermore, the
spatial polarization distribution of circularly polarized gamma
rays is measured by scanning a 1-mm-diameter collimator in
one direction.

Understanding the spatial polarization distribution of cir-
cularly polarized gamma rays is important, particularly for
the following applications. (i) At UVSOR-III, gamma-ray-
induced positron annihilation spectroscopy using linearly
polarized ultrashort pulsed gamma rays was developed [27].
In the near future, spin-polarized positron annihilation spec-
troscopy using circularly polarized gamma rays will be
developed. These spin-polarized positrons are a suitable tool
for obtaining information about the electron spin around de-
fects inside a magnetic material [28]. The generation of highly
polarized positrons from highly polarized gamma rays [29]
promotes the sensitive measurement of the asymmetry of
the positron lifetime and the energy spectrum of annihilation
gamma rays due to the reversal of positron spin orientation.
The experimental measurement of the spatial polarization dis-
tribution of circularly polarized gamma rays can be useful in
determining the region where gamma rays are spatially colli-
mated, and only highly polarized gamma rays are used. (ii) As
the scattering angle and energy of inverse-Compton-scattered
gamma rays are clearly correlated, collimation provides quasi-
monochromatic and highly polarized gamma rays with an
energy spread of a few percent. This feature is useful for
nuclear physics experiments and for the evaluation of gamma-
ray detectors, including Compton cameras. (iii) An intense
laser generates high-order harmonic gamma rays because of
the nonlinear effect of inverse Compton scattering. As circu-
larly polarized high-order harmonic gamma rays form helical
wave fronts and carry orbital angular momentum [24], under-
standing the spatial polarization distribution of gamma rays is
necessary.

Inverse Compton scattering of circularly polarized lasers
has been used to measure the polarization of transversely
polarized high-energy electron beams [30]. In this paper, we
investigate inverse Compton scattering of unpolarized elec-
trons and circularly polarized lasers.

II. CALCULATION

A. Gamma-ray energy of inverse Compton scattering

In the experiment, circularly polarized gamma rays are
generated by 90◦ collisions between the high-energy electron
beam and circularly polarized laser. Thus, 90◦ collisions are
considered in the following theoretical equations.
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of (a) inverse Compton scattering
for 90◦ collision and (b) Compton scattering of a gamma ray. The
electron after scattering is not shown. The coordinate system used
in the calculation and experiment is shown in (a). The direction of
electron motion is the z axis, and the y and x axes are the vertical and
horizontal directions, respectively.

A schematic illustration of inverse Compton scattering for
90◦ collision is shown in Fig. 1(a). The energy of generated
gamma rays is defined using Eq. (1) in Ref. [31] and expressed
as follows:

kγ = kL

1 − β cos θ + kL(1 − sin θ )/(γ mec2)

� 2γ 2kL

1 + γ 2θ2
. (1)

The final expression in Eq. (1) is derived from the limit
2γ kL/mec2 � 1, θ � 1, and β ∼ 1. Here, kL is the energy
of the incident laser; mec2 is the electron energy at rest, and
β = v/c is the normalized velocity of the electron, where v is
the electron velocity and c is the speed of light.

B. Spatial polarization distribution and spatial intensity
distribution of gamma rays generated by inverse

Compton scattering

As inverse Compton scattering is equivalent to Compton
scattering when it is viewed in an electron rest frame, the
differential scattering cross section of inverse Compton scat-
tering is derived using the Lorentz transformation of Compton
scattering [32]. A schematic illustration of Compton scatter-
ing is shown in Fig. 1(b). The differential scattering cross
section of Compton scattering of a circularly polarized gamma
ray is expressed by using the Klein-Nishina formula [33],

dσCS

sin θ ′dθ ′ = πr2
0

(
k

k0

)2( k

k0
+ k0

k
− 1 + cos2 θ ′

)
. (2)

Here, σCS is the cross section of Compton scattering, r0 is
the classical electron radius, k0 and k are the initial and final
energies of the gamma rays, and θ ′ is the angle of the scat-
tered gamma ray with regard to the incident gamma rays. The
Lorentz transformation of a laser photon incident at 90◦ to the
direction of electron motion can be calculated as follows in
accordance with the calculation for 0◦ incidence [32]:

dσCS

sin θdθ
= β(sin θ − 1) + cos θ

γ 2(1 − β cos θ )2 sin θ

×πr2
0 R2

{
R + 1

R
− 1 + cos2 θER

}
, (3)
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where

1

R
= 1 + γ kL

mec2
(1 + cos θER) (4)

and

cos θER = 1 − sin θ

γ 2(1 − β cos θ )
− 1 � 1 − γ 2θ2

1 + γ 2θ2
. (5)

The last term in Eq. (5) is derived from the limit θ � 1
and β ∼ 1. The intensity of gamma rays is expressed as
the product of the scattering cross section and luminosity,
where luminosity is independent of the Lorentz factor and
scattering angle. Therefore, the differential scattering cross
section indicates the spatial intensity distribution of inverse-
Compton-scattered gamma rays.

The degree of circular polarization of Compton-scattered
gamma rays can be calculated by deriving the Stokes param-
eter with reference to Sec. II B 2 in Ref. [33]. The Lorentz
transformation expression for the degree of circular polariza-
tion is derived as follows:

P3

I
= (R + 1/R) cos θER

R + 1/R − 1 + cos2 θER
, (6)

where I is the total intensity and P3 indicates the relative
intensity of circular polarization. In this paper, the notation of
the helicity of circular polarization follows the field of optics
(Sec. 7.2 in [34]). Equation (6) is consistent with Eq. (5) in
Ref. [17].

Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the intensity and
Stokes parameter in the x-y plane calculated using Eqs. (3)
and (6). Here, we use the following parameters: γ = 1468 and
kL = 1.55 eV. These parameters are consistent with the ex-
perimental conditions at UVSOR-III. As shown in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b), gamma rays are concentrated in the area below
angle 1/γ . The degree of circular polarization of gamma rays
is more than 90% of the left-hand circular polarization at a
scattering angle of θ < 0.5/γ [Fig. 2(d)]. As described in
the Introduction, the degree of circular polarization decreases
with the increase of the scattering angle. Polarization changes
from circular to linear polarization at an angle of θ = 1/γ .
Furthermore, polarization changes to right-hand circular po-
larization at a greater scattering angle of θ > 1/γ .

In the case of UVSOR-III, 1/γ = 0.681 mrad. This angle
corresponds to a displacement of 5.0 mm at a distance of
7.3 m from the gamma-ray generation point. Therefore, the
spatial polarization distribution of gamma rays can be simply
measured by using a scanning collimator of 1 mm in diameter,
as indicated by the small black circles in Fig. 2(c). By con-
trast, as the electron beam energy increases to several GeV,
the 1/γ angle decreases. Consequently, measuring the spatial
polarization distribution using a collimator becomes difficult.

C. Lorentz transformation of electromagnetic fields

Inverse Compton scattering of head-on collisions between
a high-energy electron beam and a polarized laser is com-
monly investigated experimentally and computationally. Our
study demonstrates that circularly polarized gamma rays are
also generated by inverse Compton scattering of a 90◦ colli-
sion in the laboratory frame. One may wonder why circularly
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FIG. 2. (a) and (b) Intensity distribution and (c) and (d) Stokes
parameters of circularly polarized gamma rays calculated using
Eqs. (3) and (6). (a) and (c) indicate the spatial distribution in the
x-y plane, and (b) and (d) are the line distributions along the x axis. φ
is the azimuthal angle in the x-y plane. The calculated parameters are
γ = 1468 and kL = 1.55 eV. The small black circles in (c) indicate
the positions where the 1-mm-diameter collimator is scanned in the
experiment.

polarized gamma rays are produced in 90◦ collisions, which
can be explained by the Lorentz transformation of electromag-
netic fields. Coordinate systems of Lorentz transformation are
defined and shown in Fig. 3. Here, we define that the (x′, y′, z′)
coordinate system is moving with velocity v = cβ in the pos-
itive z direction with regard to the (x, y, z) coordinate system
and (x′′, y′′, z′′) is a rotational coordinate system with angle
ζ relative to (x, y, z). If the vector potential of the circularly
polarized electromagnetic field traveling along the −z′′ axis
is defined as a′′ = (ax′′ex′′ + ay′′ey′′ ), where ex′′ and ey′′ are the
unit vectors along the x′′ and y′′ axes, respectively, then the
electric and magnetic fields in the (x, y, z) coordinate system
can be described as follows:

E = −∂ax′′

∂t
cos ζex − ∂ay′′

∂t
ey + ∂ax′′

∂t
sin ζez (7)

z'

y'

x'

z

y, y"

x

z"

x"

FIG. 3. Coordinate systems of Lorentz transformation.
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and

B = −∂ay′′

∂z′′ cos ζex + ∂ax′′

∂z′′ ey + ∂ay′′

∂z′′ sin ζez. (8)

Here, t is the time, and ex, ey, and ez are the unit vectors
along the x, y, and z axes, respectively. An example of the
vector potential can be found in Ref. [35]. Based on the
Lorentz transformation of electromagnetic fields described in
Sec. 11.10 in [34], the electric fields in the (x′, y′, z′) coordi-
nate system will be defined as follows:

Ex′ = γ (Ex − cβBy ) = −γ (β + cos ζ )
∂ax′′

∂t
, (9)

Ey′ = γ (Ey + cβBx ) = −γ (1 + β cos ζ )
∂ay′′

∂t
, (10)

and

Ez′ = Ez = sin ζ
∂ax′′

∂t
. (11)

Here, ∂/∂z′′ = ∂/c∂t . Based on Eqs. (9) and (10), the electric
fields of the laser in an electron rest frame are circularly
polarized under the condition that β � 1. Therefore, although
a circularly polarized laser is injected from a 90◦ direction into
an electron beam in a laboratory frame, circularly polarized
gamma rays are generated.

D. Magnetic Compton scattering

The differential scattering cross section of magnetic Comp-
ton scattering can be described as [36]

dσCS

sin θ ′dθ ′ + P
dσMCS

sin θ ′dθ ′ = πr2
0

(
k

k0

)2{ k

k0
+ k0

k
− 1 + cos2 θ ′ − P(1 − cos θ ′) cos θ ′ k0 + k

mec2

}
, (12)

where P is the product of the degrees of polarization of the gamma ray and electron. It is positive for a left-hand circularly
polarized gamma ray and an electron spin parallel to k0. σMCS provides the polarization and spin-dependent term of the cross
section for magnetic Compton scattering. The cross section integrated over the solid angle is expressed as follows [36,37]:

σCS + PσMCS = 2πr2
0

[
1 + α

(1 + 2α)2
+ 2

α2
− 1 + α

α3
ln(1 + 2α) + 1

2α
ln(1 + 2α) + P

{
1 + 4α + 5α2

α(1 + 2α)2
− 1 + α

2α2
ln(1 + 2α)

}]
,

(13)

where α = k0/mec2.
The analyzing power indicating the gamma-ray transmis-

sion asymmetry is defined as (T↑↑ − T↑↓)/(T↑↑ + T↑↓). Here,
T↑↑,↑↓ = exp(−DLμ↑↑,↑↓); D and L are the density and
length of the magnetized material, and μ↑↑,↑↓ is the attenu-
ation coefficient, which is expressed as follows:

μ↑↑,↑↓ = (σPE + σCS + PσMCS + σCo + σPP)NA/A. (14)

Here, subscripts indicate that P is positive or negative. σPE is
the cross section of the photoelectric effect, σCo is the cross
section of coherent scattering, σPP is the cross section of pair
production, NA is Avogadro’s constant, and A is the atomic
weight. The calculated analyzing power for magnetized iron
is shown in Fig. 4. The calculated parameters are consistent
with the magnetized iron used in the experiment. σPE, σCo,
and σPP are calculated using the empirical formula described
in Ref. [38], and σCS and σMCS are calculated using Eq. (13).
The degree of electron spin is set to 0.061, the detailed calcu-
lation of which is described in Sec. III B. As shown in Fig. 4,
for linear polarization with P = 0, no asymmetry appears,
whereas for circular polarization with P 
= 0, asymmetry is
measured. Therefore, as the analyzing power clearly varies
depending on the magnitude and sign of P, the polarization
of the gamma-ray incident on the magnetized iron can be
measured by measuring the analyzing power.

E. EGS5 simulation

The EGS5 Monte Carlo simulation code [39] is used to
calculate the gamma-ray energy spectra at the detectors and
compare them with the measured spectra. In the simulation,
the initial energy, position, and angle of the gamma rays were
defined, and the energy distribution absorbed in each detec-

tor was calculated in a material configuration simulating the
experiment. The energy and intensity of the inverse-Compton-
scattered gamma rays were defined using Eqs. (1) and (3),
and the initial position and angle were the same as those of
the electron beam circulating in the UVSOR-III storage ring
[40]. The relative uncertainty in the energy of the inverse-
Compton-scattered gamma rays caused by the energy spread
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FIG. 4. Calculated analyzing power under the following condi-
tions: L = 65 mm, A = 57.35, and D = 8.2 g/cm3.
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FIG. 5. (a) Detailed top view of laser injection into the vacuum duct and polarization control. (b) Schematic illustration of the spatial
polarization measurement of circularly polarized gamma rays. After colliding the laser, the electron beam was bent in its direction by using a
bending magnet, which was placed between the collision point and quartz window 2. The transmission of gamma rays through the magnetized
iron was measured while moving the 1- and 8-mm-diameter collimators in the vertical direction.

of the electron beam and the linewidth of the laser given in
Table 1 of Ref. [13] were also included in the simulation.

III. MEASUREMENT

A. Generation of a circularly polarized laser

A schematic illustration of the experiment is shown in
Fig. 5. Details of the laser injection and polarization control
are shown in Fig. 5(a). The Ti:sapphire laser was injected
inside the vacuum duct through a quartz window attached to
part of the storage ring. A lens with a focal length of 150 mm
was installed in front of the quartz window to focus the laser
at the electron beam collision point. The laser profile at the
collision point was imaged on a complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) camera by a lens with a focal length
of 100 mm.

Laser polarization is converted from linear to circular using
a quarter wave plate installed in front of the focusing lens.
The angle of the wave plate generating circular polarization
was determined as follows. First, the polarization axis of the
linearly polarized laser entering the vacuum duct was mea-
sured by the change in power caused by the rotation of the

polarizer without a wave plate [Fig. 6(a)]. The polarizer was
mounted on a rotating stage and placed behind the imaging
lens [Fig. 5(a)]. In avoiding damage to the polarizer, a concave
lens with a focal length of −50 mm was used to widen the
laser size. Next, the polarizer was rotated 90◦ with regard to
the polarization axis of the linearly polarized laser, and the
change in power was measured while rotating the wave plate
[Fig. 6(b)]. The angle of the wave plate at which the power
was maximum was defined as the angle at which the laser
was circularly polarized. As shown in Fig. 6(c), a circularly
polarized laser with a polarization of 0.9971 ± 0.0001 was
generated. The fast axis of the wave plate was preliminarily
confirmed using the method described in Ref. [41]. The helic-
ity of the circularly polarized laser was fixed to the right hand
throughout the experiment. Thus, the helicity of the gamma
rays was left-hand circular polarization.

B. Generation of circularly polarized gamma rays and
measurement of their spatial polarization distribution

A schematic illustration of the spatial polarization distri-
bution measurement is shown in Fig. 5(b). The circularly
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FIG. 6. (a) Laser power measured while rotating the polarizer
without the quarter wave plate. The extinction ratio of the polarizer at
a wavelength of 800 nm is 104. The purple dots indicate the measured
data, and the solid line shows the fitting of the function a1[1 +
δp cos{2(ψ − ψ0 )}], where a1 is the coefficient, δp is the degree of
linear polarization, ψ is the polarizer angle, and ψ0 is the polarization
axis of the linearly polarized laser. (b) Laser power measured while
rotating the quarter wave plate. The purple dots are measured data,
and the solid line shows the fitting of the function a2 cos2{2(ξ − ξ0 )},
where a2 is the coefficient, ξ is the wave-plate angle, and ξ0 is the
fast or slow axis of the wave plate. The uncertainty of the measured
value is less than the size of the symbols. (c) Laser power measured
while rotating the polarizer. The measurement was performed by
removing the sampler because it has different transmittances for s
and p polarization. The same fitting as in (a) was performed, and
δp = 0.0761 ± 0.0012. Thus, the degree of circular polarization of

the laser,
√

1 − δ2
p, was evaluated to be 0.9971 ± 0.0001.

polarized gamma rays were generated by injecting the circu-
larly polarized laser into the electron beam from horizontal
90◦ direction. The laser was operated synchronously with
the rf acceleration cavity of the storage ring [31]. As the
revolution frequency of an electron bunch was 5.63 MHz and
the repetition rate of the laser was 1 kHz, the electron bunch
collided with the laser every 5632 laps. The parameters of the
electron beam were as follows: energy = 750 MeV; energy
spread in FWHM = 1.23 × 10−3; bunch current = 30 mA;
horizontal and vertical beam sizes in FWHM at the collision
point = 1.3 and 0.05 mm, respectively; and bunch length in
FWHM = 640 ps. The parameters of the laser were as follows:
wavelength = 800 nm, linewidth in FWHM = 11 nm, pulse
energy = 2 mJ, beam size in FWHM at the collision point =
15 μm, and pulse width in FWHM = 1.8 ps.

The maximum gamma ray energy, calculated pulse width,
and its estimated intensity at the generation point were
6.6 MeV, 5 ps (FWHM), and 2 × 105 photons/s, respectively.
The generated circularly polarized gamma rays were passed
through a quartz window that divided the vacuum and atmo-
sphere and then through a 180-mm-long lead collimator with
a diameter of 1 mm. The gamma-ray intensity incident on

the magnetized iron was monitored by measuring the gamma
rays scattered from a brass plate placed immediately after
the 1-mm-diameter collimator with two LaBr3 scintillation
detectors. The brass plate was 15 mm thick and 50 mm2. The
sizes of the two LaBr3 scintillators were 101.6 and 88.9 mm
in diameter and 127 and 101.6 mm in length. The LaBr3

detectors were placed at a distance of 60 mm from the brass
plate with a scattering angle of 45◦. Then, the gamma rays
passed through the magnetized iron with a length of 65 mm
and diameter of 80 mm. The magnetized iron consisted of
an iron-cobalt alloy Permendur core wound with 500 turns
of conducting wire. The magnetic flux density was simulated
with FEMTET (produced by Murata Software Co.), and the
average magnetization along the gamma-ray transmission axis
at the center of core M was estimated to be 1.34 × 106 A/m
at a current of 3.98 A. The maximum magnetization of the
Permendur core reaches 1.87 × 106 A/m [42], but the average
value of magnetization is smaller because the magnetic flux
density along the gamma-ray axis is not uniform. The average
spin polarization of electrons in the material is expressed as
[43]

Pe = M
(g′ − 1)2

(g − 1)g′
1

NeμB
, (15)

where g (= 2.002) is the electron’s g factor, g′ is the gyromag-
netic factor for the material, and μB is the Bohr magneton,
Ne = NADZ/A is the density of electrons in the material,
and Z is the atomic number. Using the Permendur proper-
ties g′ = 1.92 [44], D = 8.2 g/cm3 [42], and A = 57.35, one
obtains Pe = 0.061. During the experiment, the magnitude
of the current was kept constant, and only the direction was
changed. Therefore, the magnitude of the electron spin was
constant, and only the sign was changed. Gamma rays trans-
mitted through the magnetized iron were measured using a
high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector 90.3 mm in diameter
and 83.5 mm in length with a relative efficiency of 152% at
1.332 MeV. A lead collimator with a thickness of 200 mm
and diameter of 8 mm was placed between the magnetized
iron and HPGe detector to avoid detecting scattered gamma
rays at the magnetized iron.

The alignment of the 1- and 8-mm-diameter collimators
with the gamma-ray beam axis was performed as follows.
First, gamma rays transmitted through the 1-mm-diameter
collimator without a brass plate, magnetized iron, and 8-
mm collimator were measured using the HPGe detector. The
collimator was moved in 0.5-mm steps in the x and y di-
rections, and it was aligned at the position of the maximum
gamma-ray intensity. Next, synchrotron radiation generated
from the bending magnet was passed through the aligned 1-
mm-diameter collimator, and the center of the 8-mm-diameter
collimator was aligned with the synchrotron radiation.

The measurements of spatial polarization distribution were
performed as follows. Energy spectra of LaBr3 and HPGe
detectors were measured in the positive and negative direc-
tions of the magnetized iron current, respectively. Then, the
background spectra for the LaBr3 detectors were measured by
removing the brass plate. The measurement times for all three
types of measurements were the same, and this measurement
routine was considered to be one set. This one set of measure-
ments was repeated multiple times. Measurements without
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laser injection were also taken in each direction of the magne-
tized iron current, which were used as background spectra for
the HPGe detector. The number of repeated measurements,
the measurement time for one set, and the measurement times
without the laser are shown in Table I. The angular spread of
the electron beam circulating in the storage ring is smaller in
the vertical direction than in the horizontal one. In the case
of UVSOR-III, the angular spread of the electron beam is ap-
proximately ±0.05 mrad in the horizontal direction and ±0.01
mrad in the vertical direction. Hence, in reducing the effect of
the angular spread of the electron beam, measurements were
taken by moving the 1- and 8-mm-diameter collimators in
1-mm steps in the vertical axis.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Energy spectra of gamma rays measured using LaBr3

and HPGe detectors

The measured energy spectra subtracted background and
calculated energy spectra using EGS5 are shown in Fig. 7. The
energy resolutions of the HPGe detector and LaBr3 detector
were computed to be 0.2% and 2% in FWHM, respectively.
The calculated energy spectra of LaBr3 are consistent with
the measured results. On the contrary, the calculated energy
spectrum of HPGe is consistent with the measurement results
in the region below the maximum energy where the inten-
sity is strongest, for example, below 6.6 MeV at the 0-mm
collimator position. However, the measurement results in the
higher-energy region do not agree with the calculated energy
spectra. This difference in results is due to the pileup effect in
which two or more gamma rays are detected simultaneously
within the time resolution of the HPGe detector. The more
intense the gamma rays per pulse are, the more likely it is that
the pileup will occur.

B. Analyzing power

In calculating the analyzing power, T↑↑,↑↓ was defined as
follows:

T↑↑,↑↓ = M↑↑,↑↓
N↑↑,↑↓

. (16)

Here, M↑↑,↑↓ and N↑↑,↑↓ are the total counts of energy spectra
measured using the HPGe detector, and the LaBr3 detectors
subtracted the background.
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FIG. 7. (a) Measured and (b) calculated energy spectra of gamma
rays transmitted through the magnetized iron measured using the
HPGe detector. (c) Measured and (d) calculated energy spectra of
gamma rays scattered from the brass plate measured using LaBr3 de-
tectors. The energy-spectrum-subtracted backgrounds are displayed
in (a) and (c). The position of the collimator is shown. The energy
spectra of LaBr3 are shown only for collimator positions of γ θ = 0
and 1.

The total counts of the HPGe detector corrected for pileup
effects were calculated using the following method. As de-
scribed in Ref. [45], the probability distribution of the number
of scattered gamma-ray photons per pulse n follows a Poisson
distribution Pm(n), where m is the average number of scat-
tered photons per pulse. Here, let ε denote the total detection
efficiency of the HPGe detector; the number of single- and
double-photon detections per pulse is described as follows:

M1 = Pm(1)ε + Pm(2)2ε(1 − ε) (17)

TABLE I. Measurement conditions and analysis parameters for each collimator position. The number of repeated measurements and the
measurement time per one set for each collimator position are shown in the third and fourth columns. Measurement time without laser is shown
in the fifth column. The analysis parameters ε, kHPGe, and kLaBr3 are shown in the last three columns.

Collimator Number of Measurement Measurement
position repeated time for time without Total detection
(mm) γ θ measurements one set (min) the laser (min) efficiency ε kHPGe (MeV) kLaBr3 (MeV)

0 0.0 2 90 30 0.76 6.62 5.2
1 0.2 3 90 30 0.76 6.55 5.2
2 0.4 1 180 30 0.76 6.07 4.9
3 0.6 1 270 30 0.76 5.30 4.4
4 0.8 4 150 30 0.77 4.45 3.8
5 1.0 5 150 60 0.79 3.67 3.2
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FIG. 8. (a) Measured and calculated analyzing power at each
scattering angle. The solid line is the result of the calculation us-
ing Eqs. (6) and (14) with P in Eq. (14) being P = P3/I × Pe =
P3/I × 0.061. (b) Measured analyzing power in individual measure-
ments. The position of the collimator is seen. The uncertainty of the
measurements was calculated by the propagation of statistical errors.

and

M2 = Pm(2)ε2. (18)

Therefore,

Pm(1) + Pm(2) = M1
1

ε
− M2

2(1 − ε)

ε2
+ M2

1

ε2
. (19)

The total counts of the HPGe detector were calculated using
Eq. (19), with M1 being the total counts ranging from 2.0 to
kHPGe MeV of the energy spectrum and M2 being the total
counts ranging from kHPGe + 0.5 to 2kHPGe MeV. The values
of kHPGe are listed in Table I, and they were determined from
the maximum energy of the gamma ray at each collimator po-
sition calculated using Eq. (1). The total detection efficiency
at each collimator position was calculated using GEANT4 [46],
and the result is listed in Table I. The background counts
without laser injection were calculated as the sum of the count
values over the same range.

The total counts of LaBr3 indicated the sum of count
values for the range of 0.2 to kLaBr3 MeV, excluding 1.3–1.6
MeV, which corresponds to the 40K energy region of the
environmental radiation. kLaBr3 was the maximum energy of
gamma rays incident on the LaBr3 detectors from the brass
plate, calculated using the theoretical equation for Compton
scattering (Table I). As the minimum energy of Compton-
scattered gamma rays incident on the LaBr3 detectors from the
brass plates was 0.5 MeV, the lower limit for the calculation
of the total counts was set to 0.2 MeV. Figure 8 shows the
results for the measured and calculated analyzing power at
each collimator position.

C. Discussion

As shown in Fig. 8(a), the sign of the measured analyzing
power is positive, indicating that the helicity of the generated

circularly polarized gamma rays is left hand, as expected. Fur-
thermore, the amount of change in the analyzing power with
the scattering angle is consistent with the calculated results.
Theoretically, the polarization of the gamma rays is circular in
the range γ θ < 0.5 and linear at γ θ = 1. On the contrary, in
the case of linearly polarized gamma rays generated by inverse
Compton scattering of the linearly polarized laser, their spatial
polarization distribution was measured at NewSUBARU [47].
The polarization axis of linearly polarized gamma rays rotates
with the scattering angle. In our measurement, the polarization
axis of the linearly polarized part of γ θ = 1 can be measured,
but it is left for future work as the measurement takes a lot of
time because of the low intensity of gamma rays.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The spatial polarization distribution of circularly polarized
gamma rays generated by 90◦ collisional inverse Compton
scattering of a circularly polarized laser was measured using
magnetic Compton scattering. Gamma rays with an energy
of 6.6 MeV were collimated using a 1-mm-diameter collima-
tor and irradiated onto magnetized iron. The transmission of
gamma rays to magnetized iron was measured using LaBr3

scintillation and HPGe detectors, and the asymmetry of the
transmission was measured by reversing the direction of the
electron spin of the magnetized iron. Asymmetry changes
with the polarization of the gamma ray; thus, the polarization
of the incident gamma rays can be measured. For the HPGe
detector, the effect of pileup was corrected. By scanning the
collimator in the vertical direction, the polarization of the
gamma rays was circular at the central axis, which changed
to elliptical as the scattering angle increased and became
linearly polarized at an angle of 1/γ . Although the laser is
100% circularly polarized, the polarization of the gamma rays
changes with the scattering angle. Theoretical calculations of
the transmittance were performed, and the results were consis-
tent with the measurements. In utilizing gamma rays with high
circular polarization, a collimator can be used to cut out only
the central axis within a scattering angle of 0.5/γ . In addition,
this result indicated that circularly polarized gamma rays were
generated by 90◦ collisional inverse Compton scattering of
high-energy electron beams with circularly polarized lasers.
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